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3051 The situation of the world 

Tianji city, Jade Mirage Palace, ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda, heavenly Yin Hall, gods ‘Palace, and blood 

Moon sect! 

Among them, the Blood Moon sect of the Blood Moon Swordmaster was a peak force in the ancient 

times. Back then, the Blood Moon Swordmaster was known as the chief sect master of all the demonic 

sects in the world, and almost no one in the earth-god Realm could defeat him! 

The other five families had been passed down since the ancient times and were still the five top forces! 

At this moment, the representatives of The Six Forces were gathered together. 

It could be seen that the ancient six-party alliance had been re-established. 

The entire situation in the earth-god Realm had changed drastically. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not completely isolated. 

On the other side, the heir of the heavenly Dragon Temple, Wu longyin, was having a pleasant 

conversation with a large group of young masters. 

When he was at the Xuanyuan family, Chen Xiaobei had already noticed that Wu longyin looked like a 

frivolous person, but he was actually a man of justice. 

At that time, Wu longyin and Chen Xiaobei were not related. In fact, this was the first time they had met, 

but he had put in a good word for Chen Xiaobei and even pushed Chen Xiaobei’s plan forward. 

The reason why Wu longyin did this was because Xuanyuan zhengyong’s actions had violated his 

morality! Chen Xiaobei’s actions made sense! It was in line with justice! 

It could be seen that Wu longyin was a person who helped reason and not family! 

In the future, in the face of right and wrong, Wu longyin would never stand on the side of evil! This was 

something that could be confirmed! 

In addition, although Yun fanqing, the successor of the three-Saints nunnery, did not come this time, it 

was the three-Saints nunnery who led the sealing of the Blood Moon Swordmaster back then! 

Moreover, the three Holy nunnery had chosen saintesses from generation to generation to strengthen 

the nine Brahman Golden Bell formation at the cost of their lives to ensure that the Blood Moon would 

not appear! 

It was clear that the three-Saint nunnery would never collude with the six-faction Alliance. 

Then, there was the Xuanyuan family! 
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Xuanyuan tuohai became the family head, controlled the golden sword, and obtained all of Xuanyuan 

zhengyong’s cultivation base, as well as the celestial Emperor Xuanyuan’s Dharmakaya! 

Moreover, that shocking gamble was witnessed by the Lord of Tianji city, Xu yunkong, and the Lord of 

the hollow Jade temple, Zhao Tianchao! 

They couldn’t mess things up, or it would be like slapping their own faces. Not only would they be 

cursed, but they would also lose a large number of believers. 

The others didn’t dare to mess things up. After all, Xuanyuan tuohai was at the peak of Xuanyuan 

zhengyong’s power, and the Xuanyuan family had a heaven immortal level magical formation. They 

were as stable as Mount Tai. Ordinary people would be killed if they went! 

Now that there was no one to mess things up, the Xuanyuan family would soon be under Xuanyuan 

tuohai’s control, and become Chen Xiaobei’s strong backing! 

Next up was immortal dugu zang’s nine nether platform. 

This woman had an obsession in her heart, and she wanted to complete ‘that thing’ at all costs! 

As long as it did not involve ‘that thing’, she was more than willing to be Chen Xiaobei’s ally! 

However, when it came to ‘that matter’, she would not hesitate to stand against Chen Xiaobei! 

Therefore, nine nether platform could only be considered as half an ally of Chen Xiaobei! 

Finally, there was another peak force in the earth immortal world, which was the strongest demon clan 

force in Luzhou of Northern Kuru, the Dragon God Palace! 

Back in the imperial capital of Xuanyuan, Chen Xiaobei had a conflict with the Prince of the AO family of 

the Dragon God Palace. He had even accepted Qiu Ling ‘er, the number one formation genius of the 

Dragon God Palace! 

On the surface, Dragon God Palace should be Chen Xiaobei’s enemy! 

However, the Dragon God Palace had not made any moves even though dugu zang Xian had declared 

war on heavenly Yin Hall. From another perspective, this might be a show of goodwill to dugu zang Xian! 

After all, the Dragon God Palace was very powerful. If they stabbed dugu zang Xian in the back while he 

was attacking heavenly Yin Hall with all his might, dugu zang would be attacked from the front and back, 

and it would be difficult for him to move! 

Dragon God Palace’s biding their time was actually a great help to dugu zang Xian! 

Everyone knew that Chen Xiaobei was dugu zang Xian’s fiancé. Being friendly to dugu zang Xian was the 

same as being friendly to Chen Xiaobei! 

Because of this, Dragon God Palace’s attitude and position had become very difficult to figure out. 

The Dragon God Palace was Chen Xiaobei’s enemy, but they were trying to get on his good side. 

The Dragon God Palace was Chen Xiaobei’s ally, but they had not taken any action. 



Perhaps, Dragon God Palace was still an undecided fence-sitter who was waiting to see which side had 

the stronger wind! 

If the six-party alliance had the upper hand, perhaps Dragon God Palace would not hesitate to side with 

them! 

If Chen Xiaobei had the upper hand, Dragon God Palace would wholeheartedly become his ally! 

In this way, the situation of the earth immortal world had already been written on paper. 

With Xu Fu as the leader, the six-party alliance had already reported their arrival. 

With Chen Xiaobei as their leader, the Xuanyuan family was their only ally. The three saints nunnery and 

Heavenly Dragon Temple were potential allies, and the nine nether platform was a half-ally. 

The Dragon God Palace was on both sides! 

Of course, the biggest variable in this game of chess was not any of the top forces, nor was it Xu Fu or 

Chen Xiaobei! 

The biggest variable was the vast number of reincarnated ancient Immortals! 

The primitive chanism! The elderly Lord’s people taught him! Nuwa’s demonic sect! The Western 

religious sect that Cundi had guided! The Shura religion of the netherworld River! Wutian’s demonic 

sect! 

These powers would definitely have their own plans and schemes in this immeasurable catastrophe. 

Chanism was their enemy. Just like the six-faction Alliance, they saw Chen Xiaobei as their biggest threat 

and wanted to get rid of him! 

The tribe of humanity was a typical fence-sitter, Taishang Laojun only knew how to smooth things over 

since the beginning of the chaos, and euphemistically called it governing by not doing anything! To put it 

bluntly, it was to let go of the disciples under him and choose their own side, just like the Dragon God 

Palace, where the wind was stronger, the side would fall! 

The demonic sect’s goddess nüwa would definitely side with reason and not family, and form an alliance 

with the heavenly Dao! However, the demon race had always been wild and ambitious. Not all of the 

top existences of the demon race would obey mother Nuwa! Therefore, the demonic sect, like the nine 

nether platform, could only be considered as half an ally! 

As for the Shura religion, Chen Xiaobei and Minghe’s relationship made them as close as the Xuanyuan 

family. 

As for the Western religious sect and the demonic sect, they didn’t express their stance and attitude. 

However, in the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation, the Western religious sect helped the 

heavenly Lord of the origin to deal with the tribe of severity. Moreover, they gained great benefits and 

captured many disciples of the tribe of severity! 

For example, the eldest brother of the tribe of severity, the Daoist of many treasures, was taken by the 

Western religious sect and became the Buddha of many treasures! 



So, if he was not wrong, the Western religious sect was most likely Chen Xiaobei’s enemy! 

As for the demonic sect, it had been under the control of mo Luo Wutian ever since the death of the 

devil ancestor Luo Yi. 

It was rumored that the demonic sect had emerged from the desolate land of the heaven realm, 

bringing with them an unprecedented catastrophe that could destroy the world. 

As for whether the demonic sect was an enemy or a friend, it would depend on what kind of attitude mo 

Luo Wu Tian had towards the founder of the devil, Luo Yi! 

If Wutian acknowledged Rahu as his ancestor, then the demonic sect would belong to Chen Xiaobei, and 

Chen Xiaobei would be able to quell the catastrophe and receive endless merit! 

If Wutian did not acknowledge Rahu, there would be a war between Chen Xiaobei and the demonic 

sect! 

The situation in the earth immortal world was complicated, but the situation in the heaven immortal 

world was not simple either! 

Chen Xiaobei still had a long way to go if he wanted to break out of this! 

“Everyone, quickly listen! There’s music coming from the sky … It sounds like a lute …” 

At this moment, the moon was high in the sky, and the thousands of people present were all stirred up. 

A beautiful lute tune was played, reflecting the moon’s shadow on the earth. It was like a celestial tune, 

refreshing everyone’s ears and causing them to listen attentively. 

“This lute tune is so melodious …” 

Even Chen Xiaobei could not help but sigh. His mind was gradually filled with the beautiful and elegant 

tune, and he was intoxicated by it! 
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Chapter 3052: ins and outs 

Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was very strong. 

However, at this moment, he was actually directly affected by the mysterious pipa music, and his entire 

mind was immersed in the music. 

If even Chen Xiaobei was like this, there was no need to mention others. 

Zhu tianzong, the most powerful Grandmaster of the nine Yin sect, was already in a daze. His eyes were 

unfocused and his state of mind had completely fallen under the control of the lute. 

Gradually, everyone, including Chen Xiaobei, began to see a wonderful illusion. 

A bright full moon hung in the dark night sky. 

The night wind blew the White clouds like silk and fog, making people feel like they were in a Fairyland. 

A beautiful figure descended from the clouds. 
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Her skin was as fair as snow and could be broken by a single blow! Her hair was tied up in a high bun, 

exquisite and elegant! She was wearing a silver-white, wide-sleeved floral dress. The long-sleeved dress 

fluttered in the night wind, like flowing water. She was so beautiful! 

A pair of slender and straight Jade legs were faintly visible under the thin gauze dress. It was extremely 

attractive! 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but think of the flying Fairy in the Dunhuang Grotto! 

That bearing! That charm! Only the pure and holy fairies above the nine Heavens could be compared to 

her. Ordinary women were far from even one in ten thousand! 

In the arms of this fairy, there was a rabbit that was as big as a snowball! 

Its fur was pure white, and the warm glow on its body was similar to the sky frost jade lion, little white! 

Could this be the legendary Jade Rabbit? 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked again. 

A Flying Fairy with a Jade Rabbit in her arms. Wasn’t this the number one beauty of the heavenly realm 

in the Moon Palace, fairy Chang ‘e? 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, the sky changed color and the clouds rose. The bright moon was covered by a huge 

demonic claw. 

The White clouds turned blood-red, and countless demonic shadows rushed out of the dark night sky. 

There were hundreds of millions of these specters chasing after the fairy who was holding the Jade 

Rabbit. 

“Swish!” 

The fairy was not only otherworldly in appearance, but with a wave of her hand, she had actually 

blasted out the power of a divine immortal! 

Streaks of Silver Moon divine light slashed down like swords, each containing immense power. It was as 

if space was distorted and time was frozen! 

In the blink of an eye, more than half of the billions of demonic shadows were wiped out! 

However, as the Dao grew, the devil grew. 

After the demonic shadows were severely injured, not only did they not escape, but they also activated 

the terrifying power of a heavenly demon! 

Tens of millions of demonic shadows gathered together. From shadows the size of ordinary people, they 

formed a giant black demonic god that was as majestic as a mountain! 

“Boom boom boom …” 



The black demonic god punched out, and a strong wind tore the space apart. It actually caused a huge 

commotion like lightning and thunder. 

The huge black fist rubbed against the air at an extreme speed, causing blazing flames to erupt! 

Under the cover of the flames, fiery red cracks appeared on the huge black fist. It was like a falling 

meteorite that was about to explode. Once it hit its target, it would definitely explode with destructive 

power! 

“Beng! Beng! Beng …” 

Sure enough, the fairy holding the Jade Rabbit seemed to have a lower cultivation level! 

The Silver Moon’s divine splendor was completely unable to withstand the burning black demonic God’s 

fists, and it broke apart one after another! 

“BOOM!” 

Finally, the black demonic God’s fist pierced through the divine moon light’s defense and landed heavily 

on the fairy who was holding the Jade Rabbit! 

“Bang …” 

The next moment, the fairy holding the Jade Rabbit fell straight down, creating a terrifying crack tens of 

thousands of meters long on the ground. 

One could only imagine how terrifying the power of the black demonic God’s fist was! 

“Chi …” 

The black demonic god was victorious at the start, and he gave chase with a smug look on his face. He 

was prepared to grab hold of the flying Fairy who was carrying the Jade Rabbit. 

“Whoosh … Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

However, just as the black demonic god reached the edge of the crack, countless black demonic Qi 

emerged from the crack. 

Just like the tentacles of an octopus, the black demonic Qi wrapped around the black demonic god and 

dragged him into the crack. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Immediately after, the crack closed up on its own. The flying Fairy and the black demonic god who were 

carrying the Jade Rabbit did not come out again. 

“What’s going on … What’s going on?” 

All of these were just the illusions that appeared in the minds of everyone present. 

As the lute music in the sky ended, the illusion also ended. 

Everyone at the scene regained their consciousness, their minds filled with endless doubts. 



“Everyone! Please be quiet …” 

At this moment, a white full moon rose in the sky, and a fairy holding a Jade Rabbit appeared under the 

moon! 

However, this fairy was only an illusionary shadow and not a real entity. 

Everyone was still confused, but they all quieted down. Although it was just an illusion of a fairy, since it 

could speak, it could most likely explain the whole story! 

as you can see, I was originally a fairy from the heaven realm. I died in the crack in the earth because of 

the battle with the demon God! 

The fairy’s voice was very ethereal and pleasant, and every word touched everyone’s 

heartstrings.”There’s a huge Empyrean demon relic inside the crack! There’s an ancient devil Kingdom 

left behind by a high-level otherworldly demon!” 

the black demonic god and I were both sealed by the demonic power of the demonic nation. 

Fortunately, I have a unique treasure to protect my body, which allowed me to use the PIPA music to 

transmit information to the outside world! 

“I’ll open a space gate later,” the fairy said very seriously.”I hope some brave experts can come and save 

me!” I’m willing to give you the two heaven immortal items in my possession! I’m even willing to help 

you control the ancient devil nation!” 

As soon as he said that, everyone was stunned at first, and then they burst into an uproar! 

“Heavens! There were only fourteen heaven-immortal artifacts in the earth-immortal realm, and the 

fairy was going to give two of them at once! Whoever saves her will instantly become one of the most 

powerful people in the earth-god Realm!” 

what if she gives away a high-rank heaven immortal tool? whoever saves her will be able to control the 

earth-god Realm directly! 

“What’s a heaven-immortal artifact? If that fairy is touched and wants to marry me, that would be the 

best thing!” 

“Oh my, that’s a real fairy wife! Not only was she beautiful, but she was also extremely strong! Whoever 

married her would be able to live off a woman for the rest of their lives and dominate the earth 

immortal world! It’s so cool!” 

“Maybe she can even take you to the heaven realm and directly become an immortal!” 

The crowd was in a heated discussion, especially the men. It was as if they had been injected with 

chicken blood, and they wanted to save the fairy even if it meant risking their lives. 

“Wait a moment!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Since it’s the remains of a high-level otherworldly demon, aren’t we 

mortals seeking death by entering?” 
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Chapter 3053 

3053 The Zhu family’s scheme 

Chen Xiaobei knew that this was Shen gongpao’s scheme. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had to find out what was going on, it did not mean that he would not charge 

forward without thinking! 

He had to seize the opportunity to get more useful clues to ensure the smooth operation and Chen 

Xiaobei’s own safety. 

Chen Xiaobei was wearing the human-skinned mask, and his cultivation had reached the mid-stage of 

nascent soul. 

So, as long as the enemy did not have x-ray vision, they would never be able to guess Chen Xiaobei’s 

identity. 

After all, the essence soul domain could only probe one’s cultivation level and not the mask. 

If he could hide his identity well, his enemies would not target him. Instead, they would think that Chen 

Xiaobei was right. 

“That’s right!” 

even you, fairy, can’t escape from those ruins, ” Xu gengnian said loudly. how can we, mere mortals, 

save you? ” 

The six-party alliance had already reported to the team. Xu gengnian’s problem was equivalent to all of 

their problems. 

Of course, this was also a matter of life and death for everyone. 

If they didn’t understand this, no one would dare to go and save them. Otherwise, if they couldn’t save 

them and even lost their lives, they would be making a huge loss. 

“I naturally understand everyone’s doubts!” 

In the air, the fairy explained in her extremely pleasant voice, ” “Although this ancient otherworldly 

demon relic was left behind by a high-level otherworldly demon, there isn’t much danger in it! As long 

as you are careful, you can get close to the seal and let me out!” 

“Back then, I was sealed because I was injured. The black demonic god was sealed because I activated 

the sealing array, and it just so happened to bump into me. That’s why it was sealed in as well! So, 

there’s no need to be afraid!” 

It was obvious that the fairy had already made up a reason. 

Other than Chen Xiaobei, who knew that this was a conspiracy, the rest of the people believed it. 

After all, she was a fairy, and the mental illusion that reappeared on the battlefield was enough to be 

credible to the mortals of the human world. 
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“Good! We’re willing to save you! I only hope that you can keep your promise!” 

At this moment, the great ancestor of the nine Yin sect, Zhu tianzong, was the first to express his 

attitude. He couldn’t wait to enter the heavenly demon remains. 

It was obvious that the old monster Zhu tianzong had come personally because the heavenly Yin Hall 

had been greatly damaged by Chen Xiaobei’s attack and could not recover. 

Moreover, immortal dugu zang had launched an all-out war against heavenly Yin Hall at this critical 

juncture. If there were no external forces interfering, heavenly Yin Hall would definitely be defeated. 

Although Zhu Tian Zong was already a member of the six-party alliance! 

However, his allies were not easy to deal with. They could help Zhu tianzong, but they would definitely 

make him pay a huge price! 

More importantly, the biggest enemy of the six-faction Alliance was not dugu zang Xian but Chen 

Xiaobei! 

They were all afraid that Chen Xiaobei would set fire to their backyard after they helped Zhu tianzong. 

That would be like taking down the east wall to repair the west wall. 

Because of this, the people of the six-party alliance didn’t help Zhu tianzong. 

Zhu tianzong had no choice but to come here personally. 

To put it bluntly, this old man wanted to try his luck in the remains of the Empyrean demon. 

If he could really obtain some heaven immortal level trump cards, he would be able to defeat dugu zang 

alone. 

At the same time, as long as the Allies of the six-faction Alliance could stop Chen Xiaobei, the divine Yin 

temple would be able to turn the tide. 

In Zhu tianzong’s mind, this was the best result. 

Zhu tianzong wanted to save the fairy even more than Chen Xiaobei. 

That was because this was the only way to save heavenly Yin Hall. 

“Hurry up and open the spatial gate. We’re coming to save you too … We’re coming too …” 

With Zhu tianzong as the leader, the crowd became restless. 

In any case, if the sky collapsed, Zhu tianzong would bear it, so others naturally had nothing to be afraid 

of. Even if they entered the demonic remains to broaden their horizons, it would be excellent. 

“Good! Then I’ll have to thank all the righteous people!” 

The celestial maiden bowed gracefully. After thanking everyone, she waved her wide sleeves. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, a burst of silver energy fluctuation was emitted. 



In front of everyone, a space gate was opened. 

Zhu tianzong and the people of the six-party alliance naturally took the initiative to rush in. 

The others didn’t dare to compete with them and could only follow behind. 

“Everyone!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei stepped out and stopped the crowd from entering. “These ruins are filled with 

danger, and I’m afraid that you’ll all die if you go in! Listen to my advice, don’t go in!” 

Chen Xiaobei knew that this was Shen gongpao’s plan. 

No matter what Shen gongpao did, he only had one goal in mind-to kill Chen Xiaobei! 

As such, entering the ruins was equivalent to entering a dead end! 

Even Chen Xiaobei could not guarantee his own safety, let alone anyone else! 

The six-faction Alliance was his enemy, and Chen Xiaobei would not stop them from dying. 

But the rest of them were innocent people. Chen Xiaobei reminded them as a way to accumulate some 

good karma for himself. 

However, no one was willing to accept Chen Xiaobei’s kind gesture. 

“Hmph! You’re just a weak Yuanying stage cultivator, what qualifications do you have to persuade us?” 

“The fairy already said there’s no danger! Don’t tell me that we don’t believe in fairies and instead 

believe in a weakling like you?” 

“This is a great opportunity to see the fairy and explore the ruins! Get out of my way, or else I won’t be 

polite to you!” 

The rest of the people did not care about Chen Xiaobei at all. One by one, they rushed into the portal. 

Taiyi and the Arctic Dragon looked at each other and followed the crowd into the ruins of the heavenly 

demon. 

The two of them were Chen Xiaobei’s Secret pawns, and they usually pretended not to know Chen 

Xiaobei. 

At the most crucial moment, they would help Chen Xiaobei turn the tables. 

“Amitabha!” 

Only Wu longyin walked over and said indifferently, ” “Greed! Buzzzzzz! Silly! It was human nature! How 

can your one sentence be worth a great thing?” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “What you said makes sense. I’m only doing what I should do! We’ve 

already reminded them that whether they live or die, it’s all their fate!” 

Wu longyin smiled slightly and said,”may I know your name?” I keep feeling that you’re like my friend!” 

“I’m Chen San.” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said. 



Oh, it seems that I have mistaken you for someone else … Wu longyin asked with a faint smile, ” “Mr. 

Chen San, do you want to enter the remains?” 

“Of course! I have a reason to go!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Everyone in the world has greed, anger, and foolishness, and Mr. Chen San is no exception!” “How 

about we travel together?” Wu longyin smiled and said. 

“Please!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged. 

The two of them then stepped through the space gate. 
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3054 Magical zombie beast 

The space spun and the world changed. Everything in front of him instantly became a different scene! 

A moment ago, it had been a lone island in the sea. Now, it had become a dark gray evil hell! 

All around him was a grey and gray color. The earth was scorched and barren, and there were even 

some places where hot lava and gray smoke rose up. 

Shen Gongbao had really found an extraterrestrial demon relic. He had only built a space gate to lead 

everyone here. 

Because of this, the environment of this place really existed. 

This made everyone even more convinced that the celestial maiden was real. Everything they had heard 

and seen was real. 

“The fairy was right! There’s no danger here!” 

A tall and strong man observed the surrounding environment with a face full of curiosity, as if he had 

discovered a new continent. 

“Yup!” 

On the side, a short, fat, and rich man grinned and said, ” great ancestor nine Yin and young master Xu 

have already left us far behind. It’s clear that there’s no obstacle in front of us! 

The tall man looked at Chen with disdain and said, ” “Just now, that Yuanying stage idiot was trying to 

persuade us not to come in! You almost caused us to miss a chance to broaden our horizons!” 

“That brat is too sinister!” 

The short and fat man rolled his eyes at Chen and said, ” “He advised us not to come in. If he came in by 

himself, he would have a better chance of getting the opportunity! You’re really not a good thing!” 

The tall and strong man didn’t think of this at first, but after hearing the short and fat man’s words, he 

was instantly angry. “F * ck! He was no longer being sinister! It was despicable, shameless, and greedy! 

He’s simply a scumbag!” 
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The two of them spoke one after another, making it sound like it was real. 

All of a sudden, the thousands of people in the room heard what he said and looked at Chen Xiaobei 

with hostility. 

If not for Wu longyin standing beside Chen Xiaobei, these thousands of people would have already 

surrounded him. 

“Everyone, listen up! Later, no matter what kind of opportunities or benefits you encounter, you can let 

whoever takes it, but don’t let that weak nascent Soul Stage chicken take it!” 

“Well said! This bastard was too evil! He’s not worthy of any benefits!” 

“There’s no danger here! Everyone, hurry up! To go deeper into the remains to find opportunities and 

resources … Ah …” 

“Uh … Help …” He cried. 

“Help me …” 

The crowd was still in a heated discussion, but in the next moment, they instantly burst out in waves of 

screams for help. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

All they saw was a strange demonic creature suddenly rushing out from the dried-up land. 

Those monsters had the appearance of animals. 

Jackals, wolves, Tigers, leopards, Lions, bears, and wild boars. 

However, all of the animals ‘fur had fallen off, and their skin was exposed, showing a dead gray color like 

rotten meat. 

There were also many festering wounds on his skin that looked like rotting abscesses. 

The severely festered parts even had their skin split open, revealing white bones and even squirming 

internal organs. 

Zombie! 

This was the first word that came to Chen Xiaobei’s mind. 

However, they were different from zombies. Their eyes glowed with a sinister green light, and their 

bodies emitted a special energy that was similar to true essence. 

It was clear that their combat power was definitely countless times stronger than the zombies on earth. 

They could even compete with immortal cultivators. 

“Swish …” 

As expected, following the explosion of the chaotic energy, a zombie Tiger burst out from the ground. Its 

stinky mouth bit into the throat of a person! 



The zombie Tiger’s fangs seemed to have a strange demonic poison. The person who was bitten 

immediately stiffened. 

Its joints and bones were twisted into strange shapes, and its mouth was so wide open that its jaw was 

almost broken. 

Very quickly, the man’s eyes also emitted a green light. 

” 

After letting out a beast-like roar, the man completely lost his human consciousness and turned his head 

to pounce on his closest companion. 

His companion was not prepared at all. While he was still concerned about the man’s physical condition, 

he was suddenly bitten in the face by the man. 

That person’s teeth were wrapped in Zhen Yuan, and in one bite, he tore off a small part of his 

companion’s face. 

“Uh … Ah!” 

His companion screamed in pain. Before he could figure out what had happened, his own eyes also 

emitted a green light, and he became a new zombie. 

At the same time, in the entire Death Gate, the same thing was happening one after another. 

In the blink of an eye, half of the thousands of people who entered the remains were bitten by magical 

beast zombies or by companions infected by the demonic poison, and they all turned into willfully 

annihilated zombies. 

Of course, there were also people who tried to fight back against the zombie magical beasts. 

After all, those who dared to enter the remains were at least five-star earth Immortals, and there were 

even seven-star dongxu realm experts at the respectable King level. 

They took out their earth-god instruments one after another and circulated their true energy. For a 

moment, they all burst out with extremely powerful killing power. 

In just a short while, more than half of the zombies were suppressed. 

Their bodies would either be cut in half by an earth-god instrument or their heads would be blown up by 

vital essence. 

At first glance, the zombies and magical beasts seemed to be nothing more than this, and would be 

slaughtered in a short while. 

However! 

What no one could have dreamed of was! 

The bodies of the demonic zombies that had been cut in half were actually connected by a black energy! 

He had regained his original fighting strength! 



Even the zombies and magical beasts that had been blasted into rotten meat would also reform into 

their previous forms under the special black energy! 

In other words, these zombie demonic beasts could not be killed at all! 

After the dismembered bodies reassembled, they launched a new wave of attacks, turning hundreds of 

people into zombies in an instant! 

All of a sudden, there were less than 2000 humans left. 

The unkillable zombies were increasing in number. In addition to the thousands that had just appeared, 

there were ten or even dozens of times more zombie magical beasts emerging from the ground. 

In a short while, these 2000 people were surrounded by the 100000-strong magical beast Army. 

how could this be … How could this happen … Didn’t the fairy say there was no danger … 

The tall man who was mocking Chen Xiaobei earlier was now crying out loud. Tears were already welling 

up in his eyes. 

The short and chubby man who called Chen despicable was also drenched in sweat. He was shaking and 

wailing, ” “Mother … Let me leave this place … I was wrong … I want to go home …” 

Finally, someone remembered Chen Xiaobei. 

“This little brother! Just now, you advised us not to come in! It means that you know how dangerous this 

place is! Since that’s the case, you must have a way to save us! Please, you have to save us …” 

Everyone looked at Chen Xiaobei as if they were looking at the only ray of light in hell! 
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This was human nature. 

Before they saw their coffins, they were all full of confidence and held their heads high, as if they were 

not afraid of anything. 

The moment they saw the coffin, they would immediately cower like dogs. 

At that moment, everyone was gathering around Chen Xiaobei. 

They thought that Chen Xiaobei might have some understanding of these zombies, and that the 

strongest of them all, Wu longyin, was with him. 

If they gathered together, they could at least die a little later. 

Heavenly Dragon Prajna spell! 

Don’t look at Wu longyin’s usual frivolity, at the critical moment, he was really somewhat 

compassionate. 
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“Boom …” 

Along with Wu longyin’s shout, the true essence of the late stage nine stars tribulation passing stage 

suddenly burst out. It formed a giant dragon that was shining with golden light. 

The dragon’s head and tail connected, forming a huge ring that enveloped everyone inside. 

The Dragon’s body was used as a wall to block the dense Zombie Army. 

The difference in strength was huge. Although the zombie Army was large in number, once they touched 

the Golden Dragon, no matter how many zombies there were, they would be instantly burned to ashes 

by the pure yang power like moths to a flame. 

All of a sudden, the remaining 2000 plus people were finally saved. As long as he didn’t step out of the 

area surrounded by the Golden Dragon, he wouldn’t be in any danger. 

However, this method only treated the symptoms and not the root of the problem. It could not solve 

the problem at all! 

Even if the zombies were burnt to a crisp, there would always be more zombies coming out of this 

strange land. 

In addition to the zombies, there was also a special black energy coming out of the ground! 

The zombies that had been cut or even blown apart earlier could reform their bodies under the effect of 

the black energy. 

It was the same now. Even if the zombies were burned by the pure yang energy, as long as they touched 

the black energy, their bodies would be reborn to a certain extent, and they would regain their normal 

mobility and combat power. 

If this continued, even if Wu longyin was a super expert at the late stage of nine stars tribulation passing 

stage, his Zhen Yuan would be exhausted bit by bit, and he would eventually die. 

“Brother Chen San! Do you have a way or not?” 

Wu longyin frowned and said,”these demonic creatures are immortal and can be reborn infinitely!” I 

definitely can’t handle it alone!” 

that’s not the point! Chen Xiaobei frowned. we need to figure out what that black energy is! Only by 

getting rid of that black energy can we escape from this danger!” 

“I know this! The problem is, how are we going to deal with that black energy?” Wu longyin had to 

protect more than 2000 people with his own power. He had to burn a large amount of Zhen Yuan every 

minute and every second. He no longer dared to be as frivolous as he usually was. 

well … Chen Xiaobei did not know how to deal with the black energy. After all, he had never seen such a 

thing before and naturally did not know how to deal with it. 

“Senior!” 



Wu longyin couldn’t wait any longer. He immediately looked to the other side and said in a deep voice, ” 

“Senior, although I don’t know who you are! However, I can’t detect your cultivation base with my 

primordial spirit domain. It’s clear that you should be a peak Supreme martial artist!” 

That’s right, Wu longyin was talking to Taiyi. 

“What? A peak Supreme martial artist?” 

All of a sudden, the eyes of more than 2000 people fell on Taiyi. Exclamations rose and fell.”When did 

the earth immortal world have another peak earth immortal? Moreover, he looked so young! Could 

Master Dragon Seal have made a mistake?” 

No one could believe that Taiyi had become a peak earth immortal at such a young age. 

If they were told that Taiyi had almost become the most powerful heavenly path Saint in the Three 

Realms, the 2000 people present would probably be scared to death. 

“It’s not that I didn’t do it on purpose.” 

Taiyi said indifferently,”but even if I did, the result would be the same!” That’s because I can’t drain the 

skyfiend essence underground with my current means!” 

“Heavenly Devil essence? What’s that?” Everyone was confused. 

the so-called otherworldly demon vital essence is a special kind of energy formed after the otherworldly 

demon uses an evil technique to refine his body, Dharmakaya, and demonic baby after he dies! Taiyi 

explained. 

“Senior, are you talking about the energy that can resurrect zombies infinitely?” Wu longyin suddenly 

realized. 

“Right!” 

Taiyi nodded and said indifferently, ” “The otherworldly demon vital essence underground is extremely 

dense. I’m afraid that more than one otherworldly demon has fallen here! If nothing unexpected 

happened, these zombies were just an appetizer! I’m afraid that there are a large number of ancient 

demons in this ruin!” 

“What?” 

Everyone was shocked. 

“These 100000 undying zombies are just appetizers? There were even more ancient demons in the 

ruins? This … Is there still a way out …” 

“Liar! That fairy was a complete liar! No matter how many people come to such a terrifying place, I’m 

afraid that only death awaits them!” 

strange … Why didn’t the zombies attack ancestor nine Yin and young lord Tianji when they were the 

first to rush in? ” 

“Could they be in cahoots with that fairy? Did he trick us into coming here to die?” 



The crowd cried out in surprise. In the midst of their discussion, some people really managed to guess 

some clues. 

That’s right. Zhu tianzong had been colluding with Shen Gongbao for a long time. He had already 

contacted Shen Gongbao before coming here. 

Because of this, the people of the six-party alliance flew at full speed as soon as they entered the relic. 

They followed the method taught by Shen Gongbao and successfully avoided the zombie Army. At this 

moment, they had already met up with Shen Gongbao. 

“You still have the mood to care about others at this time? The most important thing is to find a way to 

save ourselves!” 

Wu longyin’s vital essence had been consumed in large amounts. No matter how high his cultivation 

was, no matter how thick his vital essence was, it would be exhausted sooner or later. 

The 2,000 people around him were also as anxious as ants on a hot pan. if Master Dragon Seal and this 

mysterious Supreme martial artist can’t solve the problem of the sky demon essence, doesn’t that mean 

that all of us will die Here? ” 

“Senior! You must have a way!” 

Wu longyin was calm. He locked his eyes on Taiyi and said, ” if there’s no way, you’ll also die. You can’t 

be so calm and relaxed! 

I really don’t have a choice … Taiyi shrugged and said indifferently, ” however, there seems to be a 

special aura on third young master Chen. He should be able to solve the problem! 

“Chen San?” 

Everyone’s eyes were on Chen Xiaobei. 

“Me?” 

Chen Xiaobei did not know what Taiyi meant. This was the first time he had come into contact with the 

demonic essence. How could he possibly have a solution? 

It was wrong! 

Chen Xiaobei was very smart. He thought about it carefully and immediately came up with his own 

speculation.”Taiyi can’t solve it, but I can. In other words, I have something that Taiyi doesn’t have! 

Moreover, this thing is related to the sky Devil essence!” 
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“I got it!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face suddenly broke into a smile. He looked at the zombies around him. They were not 

deadly enemies, but a sumptuous meal! 
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Of course, it was not Chen Xiaobei who wanted to eat them. It was the Dragon’s edge! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei jumped out of the safe zone surrounded by the Golden dragons. 

“Chen San! What are you doing?” 

Wu longyin was very anxious. Although he had just met her, he absolutely did not want to see a living 

life rush out to die. 

“Don’t worry, third young master Chen should have already thought of a way.” Taiyi smiled. He did not 

say it out loud but he believed that Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to guess what he meant. 

As expected. 

The moment Chen Xiaobei charged out, he had already drawn out his Dragon’s edge. 

Swish … Swish … 

After breaking through to the heaven immortal realm in the Obsidian Dragon tomb, the demonic 

Dragon’s tribulation had fused with the Obsidian dragon’s soul and the Nirvana Black Thunder! 

The long and narrow blade became even more dazzling. 

The saber Qi around him was like a Black Dragon. 

Black Lightning coiled around the Dragon’s body, and lightning flashed. Its aura was extremely powerful. 

“Roar!” 

The surrounding zombies had been attacking the Golden Dragon giant hoop with no regard for their 

own lives, but they could not break through. 

When they sensed that a living person had left the protection of the Golden Dragon bangles, the 

zombies charged at Chen Xiaobei like a pack of hungry wolves. 

“Brother Chen San … Can you really do it …” 

Wu longyin’s brows were tightly furrowed. Most people had never seen him so anxious. After all, in the 

eyes of the world, he had always been a frivolous and heartless person. 

At the same time, the 2000-odd people around him also sighed in worry. 

“Can that young master really defend against the undead zombies? He’s only in the nascent Soul Stage 

… A few powerful zombies are even more powerful than him!” 

“It doesn’t matter if the young master can stop the zombies or not, he is fighting for us! Even if he’s 

dead, he’s still our benefactor!” 

“That’s right … This young master is a good person! If he can survive, I’ll definitely thank him heavily!” 

It was obvious that although the 2000 people were very grateful to Chen Xiaobei, they did not have 

much confidence in him. 



After all, Wu longyin, who was in the late stage of the nine-star earth realm, and Taiyi, who was in the 

peak stage of the nine-star tribulation transcendence, were helpless against the undead zombies around 

them. 

A mere Yuanying stage kid, how much can he do? 

As long as he didn’t die too horribly, it was already very good. 

“Demon Dragon! Devour! Heavens!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised the black saber with both hands and let out a powerful roar. 

In the next moment, the 30 billion upper spiritual Qi was burned out. 

The power of the one-star heaven immortal realm of the demonic Dragon’s tribulation was completely 

activated. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In an instant, the entire area was filled with thunderous roars! 

In the cloudless gray sky, huge black Lightning bolts appeared! 

Each bolt of lightning was thick and long, rolling in the air like a dragon! 

“Roar!” 

In the next moment, a real Dragon’s Roar was heard from the center of the countless Black Lightning 

bolts! 

That sound was extremely violent! It was extremely fierce! It revealed a Supreme might that looked 

down on all things! 

“Chi …” 

What followed the sound was a huge black Dragon that was 30000 meters long! 

The essence of this Black Dragon was a Dharma form formed from true essence, and it was originally an 

illusory existence! 

But in reality, in everyone’s eyes, this Black Dragon seemed to be a real object cast from Black Gold. It 

was so lifelike that it looked like it was real! 

Looking at the scene in front of him, Wu longyin was instantly dumbfounded. He let out an incredulous 

exclamation, ” “A heaven … Heaven immortal artifact! The black saber was actually a heaven immortal 

artifact! He did not expect that there was someone else in the earth-god Realm who had a heaven-God 

instrument other than Chen Zhufeng! There’s always someone better, and heavens beyond heavens!” 

After the battle with the Xuanyuan family, everyone knew that in the earth-god Realm, apart from the 

top ten forces and the Blood Moon Swordmaster’s eleven heaven-God instruments, there were three 

more heaven-God instruments that belonged to Chen Zhufeng! 

This was already an extremely shocking thing that everyone at the peak knew! 



However, no one could have imagined that a fourteenth heaven-immortal instrument would appear in 

the earth-immortal realm! 

Moreover, the spirituality and aura of the black blade were extremely terrifying, especially the black 

Lightning rolling in the sky, which gave everyone an unprecedented pressure! 

Everyone even had a vague feeling that although this black saber had just appeared in the world, its 

power was probably the most powerful of all the fourteen heaven-immortal artifacts in the earth-

immortal realm! 

“Woof!” 

As Chen Xiaobei swung the black saber, the 30000-meter long black Dragon swooped down and crushed 

the undead zombies on the ground. 

The Dragon itself was extremely powerful, and wherever it passed, tens of thousands of zombies were 

crushed into meat paste. 

Moreover, the Dragon itself exuded the sharp blade aura of the Dragon’s edge. Even the zombies tens of 

meters away would be cut into countless pieces by the blade aura wind brought by the Dragon’s rush. 

With just one swing of his blade, Chen Xiaobei had killed at least 50000 of the zombie Army! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Soon, the ground began to emit a large amount of black sky demon essence. 

However, this time, before the heavenly demonic vital essence could heal the zombies, it was swept up 

by an invisible force! 

“Hiss …” 

The 30,000-meter-long giant black Dragon opened its mouth and absorbed all the sky demon vital 

essence at an extremely fast speed! 

At the same time, the Black Dragon’s body began to grow in size without burning any extra true 

essence! 

The Dragon’s body, which was originally 30000 meters long, gradually grew to 35000 meters. It was 

even thicker and more powerful. It was as if its strength had been greatly increased! 

“Woof!” 

Chen Xiaobei swung his saber again! The sharp edge of the Dragon’s edge let out an ear-piercing shriek 

in the air! 

“Roar!” 

The 35,000-meter long black Dragon moved with the knife and suddenly rushed toward the zombie 

crowd on the left! 

As expected, the Black Dragon’s strength increased greatly as it grew in size. 



With this wave of attack, more than 70000 zombies on the left were instantly wiped out by the Black 

Dragon. The originally dense zombie group was directly swept out into an open space, and not a single 

zombie could still stand! 

Whoosh … Hiss … 

Then, a huge amount of heavenly demonic essence was released. 

Without a doubt, no matter how much was released, the Black Dragon would absorb it without wasting 

a single drop. 

Very quickly, the Black Dragon’s body grew to 42000 meters long. Its body was even more majestic, and 

it was much thicker than before. 

“Dragon’s soul …” 

Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei grinned. if you keep devouring like this, you’ll probably be able to break through a 

small realm, right? ” 
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“Yes! Master! As long as my Dragon Shadow expands to 90000 meters, I’ll be able to break through the 

minor realm of one-star mid-stage heaven immortal realm!” 

The dark Dragon Soul had become the weapon spirit of the dragon’s edge. Even though it recognized 

Chen Xiaobei as its master, it still retained its own consciousness. 

“Good! This is great!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up with joy.”The demonic Dragon’s tribulation is already invincible against those 

of the same cultivation level with the help of the Nirvana Black Lightning tribulation! If I break through 

another small realm, the current heaven-immortal artifacts in the earth-immortal realm will be even less 

of a match for me!” 

“It’s all thanks to Emperor Dong’s guidance. Master, you are indeed a great opportunity for me!” 

The dark Dragon Soul said excitedly, ” if my demonic Dragon’s edge grows into a divine artifact, I’ll be 

able to take human form. If I reach the peak of the divine artifact, I’ll be able to turn back into the true 

body of the dark Dragon! This is my life’s greatest wish!” 

“Don’t worry!” 

I was too busy with my cultivation to help you transform into a demonic spirit. Once I’m done with that, 

I’ll bring you to xuanxin. With her divine Phoenix blood, you’ll have a Dharmakaya of greater success! 

Chen Xiaobei said. 

“The blood of the divine Phoenix?” “What does this have to do with a Dharmakaya of great success?” 

the dark Dragon Soul was confused. 
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I’m not sure … Chen Xiaobei said, ” however, the two small demons I’ve subdued before, Inferno spirit 

and black soul, have condensed their Dharmakaya of great success with the help of the blood of the 

divine Phoenix. You should be able to do it too! 

“Then I’ll thank master!” The dark Dragon Soul wasn’t too sure what was going on, but since it could 

directly obtain a Dharmakaya of great success, it was much easier than slowly cultivating and 

condensing it. Naturally, there was no reason to refuse. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

The battle was under his control. Chen Xiaobei waved his sword and said, ” “Why are some demons able 

to take human form when they are in the earth immortal realm? And you have to reach the deity level 

before you can take on a human form?” 

“Don’t you know, master?” the dark Dragon Soul asked. The more powerful the demon, the more 

difficult it was to transform! For example, a chicken might be able to transform into a human form when 

it reached the one-star earth-god Realm! However, if it’s a Qilin, I’m afraid it can only take human form 

when it reaches the sage-to-be realm!” 

“That’s not right …” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei frowned. I saw a nine-star earth-god golden Qilin in the Xuanyuan family. That 

guy did not transform! However, I have a friend in the northern kuruzhou who calls himself Emperor 

Qilin. He has completely taken on a human form!” 

Qilin is also divided into three, six, and nine grades. The lower grade Qilin has a simpler transformation! 

“But I guess your friend only has a certain amount of Qilin bloodline. He can’t even be considered the 

lowest Qilin!” The dark Dragon Soul said. 

I see … Chen Xiaobei finally understood. 

“If I’m not wrong, the Golden Qilin you speak of isn’t a real Qilin!” 

perhaps it’s just a mutated beast born from a Qilin and other demons, ” the dark Dragon Soul said. 

moreover, after generations, the Qilin’s bloodline has become extremely thin. It’s just that it looks 

similar. 

“Why would you make such a guess?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“That’s because a true pure-blooded Qilin is a rare existence even in the heaven realm!” The dark 

Dragon Soul replied. I’m afraid there won’t be more than ten of them in total!” 

“What?” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. “I really didn’t expect a Qilin to be such a rare existence! And here I thought 

that the Qilin in the earth-god Realm was a real Qilin …” 

“Hiss … Hiss …” 

With just a few words, the remaining 100000 zombies around them had all been wiped out by the Black 

Dragon. 



At the same time, the Black Dragon absorbed another two portions of rich skyfiend essence. 

The Dragon’s body extended to 52000 meters. 

According to the dark Dragon Soul, as long as he could reach 90000 meters, the demonic Dragon’s 

tribulation, he would be able to break through the first minor realm and reach the mid-stage one-star 

heaven immortal realm! 

This was good news for Chen Xiaobei! 

This was because upgrading his other trump cards required the use of heaven and earth’s spiritual aura. 

The demonic Dragon’s edge only needed the demonic essence to be upgraded. This left Chen Xiaobei 

with a huge amount of expenses. 

After all, after reaching the heavenly immortal tier, even if he wanted to break through a small realm, he 

would need to consume a huge amount of heaven and earth spiritual aura. Chen Xiaobei still had many 

trump cards to upgrade, so he had to save as much as he could. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, Wu longyin also withdrew his true Yuan and dispersed the Golden Dragon giant Halo. 

That was because the surroundings were no longer emitting the heavenly demonic essence. The 

zombies would no longer resurrect and hurt people. 

There were two possibilities for such a situation. 

First, the heavenly demonic vital essence underground had been completely drained, and there was no 

more to be emitted. 

The second possibility was that the sky demon essence energy underground was being controlled by 

some kind of power. The owner of the power did not want to waste the sky demon essence energy, so 

he stopped releasing it. 

Regardless of the possibility, everyone was finally safe. 

“Brother Chen San! You’re really good at hiding your skills!” 

Wu longyin walked over with the crowd and said with excitement, ” if I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes, 

I wouldn’t have believed it even if you beat me to death. You actually have a heaven immortal artifact in 

your hand! 

don’t be so surprised! Chen Xiaobei smiled. the world is big and full of wonders. You don’t have to be so 

surprised. 

“Yup!” 

yes! Wu longyin nodded. I met a friend called Chen Zhufeng when I was at the Xuanyuan family. He 

taught me that there is always someone better! Seeing brother Chen San today has once again 

confirmed this saying!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled. 



Chen San was Chen Zhufeng, and Chen Zhufeng was Chen San. 

However, he couldn’t reveal his true identity yet. 

At the same time, the 2000 or so people who had survived all gathered around Chen Xiaobei, thanking 

him for saving their lives. 

Especially those who had looked down on Chen Xiaobei at the beginning and had been mean to him. 

Now, their attitudes had a 180-degree change. They were so respectful to Chen that they almost knelt 

on the ground and called him daddy! 

if you really want to thank me, please collect the storage artifacts of the people who were almost killed 

by the zombies and give them to me! 

I have a divine instrument in my hand, but I’ve used up a lot of spiritual Qi. I need to replenish it as soon 

as possible. Otherwise, we won’t be able to continue on this journey! Chen Xiaobei said. 

As soon as he said that, the 2000 people around him nodded and spread out to collect the storage 

Treasures of the dead. 

Although the Dragon’s edge was powerful, it would consume 30 billion upper spiritual Qi every time it 

was activated. 

Chen Xiaobei had deposited 90 billion Yuan into the system before he came. It sounded like a lot, but it 

was pathetically little to use. 

Therefore, replenishing spiritual energy was the top priority. 

Of course, the thousands of people who had just died, even if all the spiritual stones were added up, 

would not even be a fraction of the thirty billion. 

Chen Xiaobei had asked them to collect the storage talismans so that they could leave. 

Some words were not suitable for everyone to hear. Otherwise, it would only cause the situation, which 

had finally stabilized, to fall into chaos again. 

“There’s something I can’t figure out!” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” “The people who died just now were almost all above the nascent Soul 

Stage! Why didn’t a single nascent soul escape?” 

As soon as these words came out, Wu longyin and The Arctic Giant flood Dragon were both stunned and 

suspicious. 

Only Taiyi’s face was still calm, as if he had already seen through everything. 
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The greatest value of reincarnating as an ancient immortal was actually the memories in their minds! 
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These memories included everything they had experienced, seen, and touched before they were 

reincarnated! 

Although memories were things that could not be seen or touched, they were in fact a huge fortune that 

could bring many unexpected benefits. 

For example, if Tai Yi did not remind him, Chen Xiaobei might have the demonic Dragon’s edge, but he 

did not know if it could counter the demonic essence. 

Perhaps, Chen Xiaobei would only realize this after he had suffered a lot. 

However, all Taiyi had to do was to point it out and Chen Xiaobei would be able to solve the problem 

that everyone thought was a dead end. 

This was the value of the ancient immortal’s memory. 

In the Three Realms, Taiyi was a top quasi-Sage, second only to the heavenly path Sage. 

There was nothing that Taiyi did not know, except for the mysteries that the heavenly Dao had 

deliberately concealed. 

The value of his memories was simply immeasurable. 

the nascent soul of the dead didn’t disappear. Instead, it was transformed by the evil technique of the 

devil race and turned into energy to supplement the heavenly Devil essence! 

Taiyi explained indifferently,”he plunders the Fortune of heaven and earth, snatching the blood and 

souls of all living beings!” This was the essence of the demon race’s evil technique! Harming others for 

his own benefit, using unscrupulous means, this is the devil!” 

Everyone’s expression turned grave. 

He had thought that the demonic remains would be safe, but now it seemed that it was a place of 

despair comparable to the forbidden land of death! 

If one was not careful, his physical body would be killed. Not only that, his nascent soul would not be 

able to escape. 

“However, there’s no need for everyone to be too worried.” 

according to my observation, the otherworldly demonic vital essence doesn’t come from just one 

otherworldly demon, ” Taiyi said calmly. but the evil techniques they use are not higher than five-star 

heaven immortal level! 

in other words, as long as everyone has a Dharmakaya condensed from a five-star heaven immortal 

cultivation technique, they don’t have to worry about being refined by evil Arts. Even if their nascent 

souls leave their bodies, they can still move freely. 

Taiyi said this matter-of-factly, because five-star celestial Immortals were really rare and ordinary to 

him. 

However, when the people around them heard this, they instantly lost their calm. 



“Senior … You must be joking …” 

Wu longyin swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, ” “The best Dharmakaya cultivation technique in 

the earth-god Realm is only at the one-star heaven-god level! Not to mention us, even the top ten peak 

Supremes can’t have a Dharmakaya of the five-star celestial immortal level!” 

“Oh …” 

Taiyi’s expression froze for a moment before he said indifferently, ” then, we’d better be careful … If the 

quality of the avatar is not good enough, we have to protect the physical body. Otherwise, without the 

sustenance of the soul, we’ll die without a doubt! 

The anxiety on everyone’s faces grew. They all tried their best to get closer to Chen Xiaobei. They were 

all terrified and could not calm down. 

Chen Xiaobei took out his phone and sent a message to Taiyi. 

Chen Xiaobei: I’ve just broken through to the nascent Soul Stage, and I don’t even have a Dharmakaya … 

Do you have any suitable cultivation techniques? 

Taiyi,”of course!” However, I don’t have any on hand, so I can only send one sentence and you can read 

one. 

Chen Xiaobei: I have the scholar heart, so I’ll have learned it by the time you’re done. 

Chen Xiaobei: ” by the way, bro! What’s the level of your martial arts? ” 

Taiyi-Nine Star deity level “phaseless chaos Dharmakaya”! 

Chen Xiaobei: As expected of the eastern Emperor Taiyi! Quick, quick, quick … Let’s start quickly! 

After that, the speed of everyone’s advance was greatly reduced. 

Firstly, he wanted to be more alert, and secondly, he wanted to learn the cultivation technique that Taiyi 

had given him at a faster speed! 

This “phaseless chaos celestial body” was extremely profound! Even though there were only 300 

sentences, Chen Xiaobei studied them over and over again before he could fully understand them. 

With the scholar’s heart, Chen Xiaobei could learn everything in one go. 

But this time, he had studied it many times. 

One could only imagine how difficult it was to learn this cultivation technique! 

If an ordinary person were to learn it, they would probably not be able to master it in their lifetime! 

Even the so-called super geniuses would need thousands of years to learn it! 

It seemed that Chen Xiaobei was a fast learner. 

After learning it, Chen Xiaobei had a thorough understanding of the skill and its essence. 

An ordinary Dharmakaya would have a specific image. 



For example, Wu aofeng’s death god celestial body and Xuanyuan tuohai’s divine Emperor Xuanyuan 

celestial body both had specific images. 

However, the ” phaseless chaotic celestial body ” did not have a specific image. 

It was like the beginning of the world, a chaotic, formless, and lawless place. 

After cultivating the Dharmakaya, Chen Xiaobei could use the chaos to devour certain things and 

transform the Dharmakaya into the corresponding form. 

At the beginning of the world, chaos evolved into all things and could also devour all things! 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei’s fate would depend on what he had devoured! 

Of course, he could not devour as he wished. 

Every time the practicing body advanced a major realm, he would get an extra chance to devour. 

After devouring, not only would the appearance of the Dharmakaya change, but its defensive power 

would also be greatly improved. The more powerful the thing it devoured, the greater the improvement. 

After studying it thoroughly, Chen Xiaobei had a bold idea. 

What would his avatar look like if he swallowed a heaven immortal item? How strong would its defense 

be? This was really too much to look forward to. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was still in the demonic remains. He had only learned the skill but had no chance 

to practice it. 

Who knew when a new crisis would appear? 

But then again, it was great to have Taiyi around. As long as the other party’s power was not 

suppressed, there was almost no problem that Taiyi could not solve. 

Chen Xiaobei now had the demonic Dragon’s edge, the destructive banner, the nineslope Skynet, and 

the burrow Holy gourd. 

Even if the six-party alliance attacked together, they would not be able to suppress Chen Xiaobei in 

terms of strength. 

Of course, the candle Dragon was the only leader of the six-party alliance, so Chen Xiaobei did not think 

much of them. 

Chen Xiaobei was most worried about Shen gongpao! 

Shen Gongbao had the nine-toothed rake in his hand, Lu Yue was assisting him, and he also controlled 

the hostages. 

At least until he was sure that the hostage was not the goddess Chang ‘e, Chen Xiaobei would not dare 

to act recklessly. 

“Look! Is that … Is that a Castle …” 



After a while, Wu longyin suddenly pointed to the dusky space in front of them and said in 

bewilderment, ” “I remember that the celestial maiden under the moon said that there was an ancient 

devil nation in these ruins! Could it be that huge castle?” 

Everyone looked in the direction Wu longyin was pointing. 

In the dark, there was a black shadow as tall as a mountain. At this moment, it was still very far away, 

but if they were to get closer, the castle would probably be even larger than a mountain! 
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Sure enough, as they got closer, the Black Castle could be clearly seen, and it was getting bigger and 

bigger. It was probably no smaller than a main city in the earth-god Realm! 

In other words, if there were demons in this Castle, there would be at least one billion of them! 

Seeing the scene before them, the 2000 people in the team were all on tenterhooks as if they were 

walking on thin ice. Their wails rose and fell. 

“If I had known this would happen, I wouldn’t have dared to come in even if you beat me to death …” 

looking at this Castle, the 200000 zombies and magical beasts from before are probably just the 

appetizer … There must be a more fatal danger here … 

we don’t have any legs now. Even if we know it’s dangerous, we can only force ourselves to move 

forward … We can only hope that Mr. Chen San can hold on and lead us to a new life … 

that’s right … We can only count on Mr. Chen San … If he can’t hold on, all of us will be dead … 

Without a doubt, everyone was terrified. They looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was their only life-saving 

straw. 

Just now, he had collected a total of 3135 storage bracelets from the deceased. 

In order to survive, these 2000 people did not even dare to embezzle a single hair. They handed all their 

storage bracelets to Chen Xiaobei. 

In addition, they also took the initiative to contribute all the spirit stones they had. 

After understanding the formless chaos Dharmakaya, Chen Xiaobei had been counting the storage 

bracelets. 

There were more than 2000 survivors and more than 3000 dead people. All the spiritual stones added 

up to about four billion upper spiritual stones. 

Wu longyin contributed another 200 million, while The Arctic Giant flood Dragon contributed 500 million 

with all its assets. 

Taiyi had been cultivating since his reincarnation, so he had no spiritual stones to contribute. 
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Luckily, Chen Xiaobei still had 25.5 billion upper spiritual stones in his Treasury. 

After gathering all the spiritual stones, Chen Xiaobei replenished the Dragon’s edge with 30 billion upper 

spiritual stones. 

In this way, the demonic Dragon tribulation could activate its power three more times. The world-

destroying Gu, the nine heavenly locks net, and the earth-escaping immortal Gu could each be activated 

once more. 

This was the best Chen Xiaobei could do at the moment. 

There were only a little more than 200 million upper spiritual stones left in the small Treasury. It was not 

even enough for the next cultivation session. 

However, Shen Gongbao had spent a long time to set up this difficult situation! 

If he could not pass this level, it would not matter how many spiritual stones Chen Xiaobei had. 

For now, Chen Xiaobei’s main goal was to find out the identity of the beauty under the moon and break 

out of Shen gongpao’s trap! 

“Everyone, get ready! The war could break out at any moment!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the Dragon’s edge tightly and walked to the front of the group. 

The 2,000 survivors followed at a relatively safe distance. 

Taiyi, Wu longyin, and the Arctic Dragon, the three most powerful people, were at the back. 

The closer they got to the castle, the closer the danger was. 

Even Taiyi didn’t dare to be careless. After all, even though he had the memory of a Sage-to-be, he could 

only exert the power of a peak earth level deity. If he was careless, he would also die! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

As they approached, the wind and clouds above the castle surged! 

That wind was a howling, ear-piercing cold wind! Those clouds were black clouds that covered the sky! 

The atmosphere of the positive space became extremely heavy and somber, as if the end of the world 

was coming. There was no life in the world. 

“They’re coming!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes glowed with a sharp light. His blood began to boil, and his will to fight grew 

stronger! 

Everyone stopped in their tracks. Their faces were filled with extreme panic, and their hearts were 

already in their throats! 

Every step that followed could determine whether these people would live or die in the end. 

Everyone’s lives were in Chen Xiaobei’s hands, including Taiyi’s. 



boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

Soon, a violent commotion came from the castle, as if the earth was shaking. 

Looking in the direction of the sound, a cloud of dust suddenly rose up in front of the castle. 

The dust formed a line, and from afar, it looked like a huge wave that rose from the sea! 

The waves were coming at Chen Xiaobei and the others at an extremely fast speed. 

Chen Xiaobei and the 2000 people behind him were like ants in front of the endless waves. 

Once the tide arrived, they would only be devoured. There was no other way out. 

“My God … Are those the demon Army? I’m afraid it’s no less than 300 million.” 

it’s too terrifying … Even a main city with one billion people in the earth-god Realm only needs tens of 

millions of soldiers at most … The first wave of attack of these demons already has 300 million 

vanguards. Won’t there be more main forces after this? ” 

“How … How can we resist this? Even if Mr. Chen San has a heaven-immortal instrument, he can’t 

possibly be a match for so many demons …” 

as the saying goes, ants devour an elephant. If these demons rush over at all costs, they’ll soon exhaust 

Mr. Chen san’s heaven immortal instrument’s spirit energy … By then, we’ll only be dead … Not even our 

bones will be left … 

The crowd wailed in despair. 

Initially, they still had a glimmer of hope for Chen Xiaobei, but when they saw the huge number of 

demonic Army, their hope was completely destroyed. 

Although a heaven immortal artifact was powerful, a full-force strike could only kill thirty million 

demons at most. 

If 300 million demons came, they could barely hold their position unless the Dragon’s edge was full of 

spiritual Qi and activated ten times in a row. 

However, it was obvious that the spiritual Qi in the Tribulation of the demonic Dragon was only enough 

to activate its power three times. 

The difference between the two sides was clear at a glance, there was no suspense at all! 

From this battle, the importance of the believers and the people could be seen! As long as there were 

enough believers and citizens, they could even resist the power of a divine weapon! 

“If the heavens are suppressing me! I will destroy the heavens! If the earth doesn’t tolerate me, I’ll 

destroy the earth!” 

Just as everyone was worried, Chen Xiaobei took out his second heaven-immortal instrument. 

Heaven-destroying and earth-shattering banner! 

The black banner shot into the sky. 



30 billion high-grade spiritual Qi was used up in an instant. With Chen Xiaobei as the center, the 

atmosphere of the entire space changed drastically! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

The deafening sound of thunder and lightning seemed to shake time and space! 

A darkness as thick as ink descended, causing all living things to lose their color in an instant. They 

became dark, gloomy, and lifeless! 

The darkness became the eternal color of this world! 

In an instant, everyone’s heart trembled violently. It was as if they had fallen into a cold, lonely, and 

hopeless place, where their lives could be taken away by the endless darkness at any time! 

“He … He …” 

More than two thousand people were shocked and shrieked in unison, ” he’s Chen Zhufeng!!! 
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Another heaven immortal artifact! 

Even if no one had seen it with their own eyes, they must have heard that Chen Zhufeng had wreaked 

havoc in the heavenly Yin Hall with the destruction of heaven and earth banner. He had destroyed the 

3000 peaks in the South of the heavenly sound mountain and wiped out millions of elite elders and 

disciples! 

Once the black Flag was taken out, Chen Xiaobei’s true identity could no longer be hidden! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei took off the human-skinned mask and revealed his true face. 

He was wearing a mask to prevent the six-faction Alliance from causing trouble and delaying Chen 

Xiaobei’s rescue. 

But now, the six-party alliance had joined hands with Shen Gongbao, so the mask was meaningless. 

Childe Chen … It’s really you! 

Wu longyin’s eyes widened in disbelief. If he didn’t see it with his own eyes, he wouldn’t have believed 

it. Chen San was Chen Zhufeng, and Chen Zhufeng was Chen San! 

At the same time, the 2000-odd people also started to scream. 

this is unbelievable … When Chen Zhufeng wreaked havoc in the Xuanyuan family, he was only at the 

peak of the Golden elixir realm. Now, he’s already at the mid-stage of the nascent soul realm … 

“My God … In just a few days, he broke through a major realm and a minor realm … This … How did he 

do this? It’s impossible …” 
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“Cultivation is not the main point! More importantly, Chen Zhufeng now had a fourth heaven immortal 

instrument! There were only eleven heaven-immortal artifacts in total, including the ten Supreme-

beings and the Blood Moon Swordmaster. Chen Zhufeng alone had four of them! This is crazy!” 

“Furthermore, the spirituality and special ability of that black blade exudes an extremely evil aura. 

During the battle just now, it became more and more powerful! If I’m not mistaken, this black blade is 

the most powerful heaven-immortal instrument in the earth-immortal realm!” 

“That’s terrifying … Who is this Chen Zhufeng? It feels like he’s a bottomless black hole, and outsiders 

can never see through him!” 

“It doesn’t matter if I can’t see through it! I think that with Chen Zhufeng here, our chances of survival 

will be much higher!” 

“Yup! Chen Zhufeng controls the heavenly Yin Hall and the Xuanyuan family. His strength, Foundation, 

wisdom, and courage are all top-notch. With him around, we might be able to survive!” 

The crowd gasped in disbelief, shocked by Chen Xiaobei’s power. 

At the same time, knowing Chen Xiaobei’s true identity gave the despairing crowd hope again. 

After all, Chen Zhufeng’s Foundation was like his, a black hole that could not be measured. 

What was impossible for others might be possible with Chen Zhufeng! 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

At this moment, the sky began to change greatly! 

Black and blood-red lightning bolts began to tear through the darkness, rolling and flying in the void. 

Their shapes were distorted and flamboyant, showing off their sharpness! 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

In the next moment, billions of blood-red lightning bolts struck down! 

With the destruction of heaven and earth as the starting point, the area of a million miles ahead was 

completely covered by the blood light! 

As soon as the 300 million demonic soldiers were touched by the blood-red lightning, their bodies 

melted like snow. 

Their physical strength was not weak, but they had no way of resisting. 

Even if they were only touched by a little blood-colored lightning, they could not escape the end of 

festering and melting. 

Moreover, there were so many blood-red lightning bolts that they bombarded the demon soldiers from 

all directions, leaving them no chance to escape. 

The most important thing was that the three hundred million mo soldiers charged together. The soldiers 

were close to each other and moved forward in square formations. 



In a normal battle, a blood-red lightning bolt would probably only hit a dozen people. 

However, in such a battlefield, a single blood-red lightning bolt could destroy thousands of people in a 

square formation! 

This was also the reason why Chen Xiaobei chose to use the destructive hou. 

In less than three seconds, nearly 100 million demonic soldiers had been killed. Their bodies turned into 

a bloody red liquid that dyed the ground red! 

What was even more terrifying was that this bloody red liquid actually carried extremely strong 

destructive power, which was even more powerful than boiling lava and molten iron! 

Wherever the blood-red liquid flowed, the soil and rocks on the ground were turned into black scorched 

earth! The remaining charging demon soldiers that came into contact with the blood-red liquid would 

quickly rot to death as if they had been struck by blood-red lightning! 

As a result, the blood-red lightning and the liquid attacked and destroyed the three hundred million 

demonic soldiers in less than twenty seconds! 

Chen Xiaobei had easily resolved the deadly crisis that everyone had thought to be a dead end! 

“Childe Zhufeng is so smart! Although the black blade was powerful, it was suitable for dealing with 

individual enemies in a small area! The destruction of heaven and earth banner is different, it can be 

used to end this kind of large-scale battle!” 

“Well said! Only by making the best use of the item could it bring out the greatest effect! Only then can 

we obtain the greatest benefits while consuming a fixed amount of resources!” 

“Childe Chen is so powerful! If we can survive this, I’ll definitely repay Childe Chen for saving my life!” 

“Do I need you to tell me that? I’m going to join bei Xuan faction with my entire family! Follow Childe 

Chen forever!” 

I’ll give the entire main city to Childe Chen. I’m willing to be a subject of the beixuan dynasty! 

For a moment, everyone was inspired by the victory in front of them, sweeping away the haze of despair 

just now. 

At the same time, everyone was very grateful to Chen Xiaobei for saving their lives. 

Some of them had even decided that if they could survive, they would follow Chen Xiaobei and join the 

Royal flag of beixuan. 

Firstly, they wanted to repay the favor. Secondly, they had already seen that bei Xuan faction had risen 

to power. Joining bei Xuan faction would definitely bring them a better future. 

In just a short while, Chen Xiaobei had gained a few hundred new followers. 

There were not many of them, but it was clear that those who wanted to follow Chen Xiaobei were all 

sincere. 

“Everyone, don’t be happy too early! The battle is far from over!” 



However, Chen Xiaobei was not happy at all. He was still on high alert. 

Chen Xiaobei knew that Shen gongpao’s death would not be so simple! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

As expected, a huge amount of otherworldly demon essence soon spread out from the ground that had 

been scorched by the red liquid. 

According to Shen Gongbao’s calculations, the demonic elixir would be enough to revive the 300 million 

demonic soldiers and kill Chen Xiaobei. 

However, Shen gongpao would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei had already tamed the dark 

Dragon Soul and upgraded the Dragon’s edge. 

Not only would the skyfiend essence not be able to revive the 300 million demonic soldiers, but it would 

also become a feast for the demonic dragon apocalypse! It would increase the power of the Dragon’s 

edge! 


